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VA power (diameter of transducer ending is 40 mm, vibration
frequency is 20 kHz and vibrations magnitude is 12 micron). In
thesis it was posed the problem of industrial dilution of big mass
of honey in plastic bulks with tight throat. That problem wasn’t
solved [3].

I. INTRODUCTION

C

RYSTALLIZATION (candying) of honey is a natural
process of transformation of liquid honey to crystalline form
with conservation of valuable properties. Natural honey is always in liquid form if it in combs and if the temperature is 2030°С. Depending to crystal sizes the honey can be: at creamy
consistency (crystals are not in differenced form), at granulated
form (crystals with size of 0.5 mm are easy differenced in honey)
[1].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Thus, the aim of experiments described in article is in studying
of ultrasonic devices using in intensification of honey liquefaction. Ultrasonic devices were designed in Laboratory of acoustic
processes and devices
Studying devices shown in Fig. 1. Maximum power consumption is 1000 and 3000 VA respectively. Frequency of ultrasonic
treatment was about 22±1.65 kHz and processing intensity was
10 and 7 Wt/cm2 respectively.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The factors effecting on honey crystallization process are mass
of sugar (glucose), mass of water, presence of crystallization
cores, storing temperature, honey composition and mixing. It is
necessary to heat the honey for preventing or delaying crystallization process. Herewith almost all crystals has dissolve. Crystals could be cores of crystallization. While heating of sugars
higher then melting temperature it has place process of thermal
destruction. Melting temperature of the fructose in honey is
95°С. While heating the honey to a temperature of 107-115°С it
has place destruction of fructose and obtaining of water and caramel. As a result of it the honey gets dark color and unpleasant
smell and taste[2].
For removing of crystallization cores, honey passed through
the strainer (at first the metal strainer, then through silica sand,
crushed granite, dense cloth).
III. THEORY
Applying of intensive ultrasonic treatment for honey
processing was studying by many scientists. Intensive ultrasonic
vibrations in liquid medium initiate the generation of powerful
microflows, areas of compression and depression. Dynamic mass
transfer and small heating of honey under ultrasonic treatment
assist in effective dissolution of crystals before destroying. Australian scientist Bruce D’Arcy in his thesis submitted results of
experiments in processing of small mass of crystallized honey
(250 ml) in glass volumes with 70 mm diameter and 79 mm
height. Best results were achieved with ultrasonic device of 1000

a)

b)
a – «Volna-M», b – «Bulava-P»
Fig. 1. – Studying ultrasonic devices

Control of processed honey was performed by mercury thermometer (value of division is 0.1). Measuring ending of thermometer was immersed in treated medium for temperature testing. As a device for quantitative and qualitative testing of honey
liquefaction it was chosen the medical microscope ―Micmed-6‖
designed by ―Lomo‖ firm.
Previous experiments were carried out by ultrasonic device
―Volna-M‖ (see Fig. 1, a) at 3 liters honey bulks. The aim of
experiments was control of honey temperature depending on
ultrasonic treatment time. Processing was carried out in time
intervals of 1 minute. After each stage of processing it was
measured honey temperature, power consumption. Then the experiment was continued. Measuring results shown in table I.
TABLE I
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HONEY TEMPERATURE DEPENDING ON PROCESSING TIME AND
POWER CONSUMING BY ULTRASONIC DEVICE
Processing
time, minute
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Consumption power,
Wt/VA
880/2345
880/2350
880/2350
800/2400
800/2400
780/2400
740/2400
725/2450
700/2400
700/2430
690/2450
680/2430
670/2410

Temperature,
°С
20.5
25
33.5
39.5
42.5
43.3
44.5
45
47.5
49
51.2
53
55

At 55°С temperature in 13 minute of experiment it was seen
high rate of clarity and liquidity of honey. Photo of honey sample
photographed in microscope was confirmed absence of crystals
compared to previous form (see Fig. 2).

а) – before treating
b) – after treating
Fig. 2. – Honey sample, obtained in 100 times zooming

It should be noted, the processed honey acquired more dark
color then basic but smell remained the same. In experiment it
was observed parts of local overheating in area of maximum ultrasonic intensity. It was happened due to low thermal conductivity of honey.
It’s necessary to avoid heating of honey more than 40 °С for
preventing of it thermal destruction. In this case it was carried
out upgrade of ultrasonic device ―Volna-M‖. As a agent for heat
removing it was chosen the heat exchanger encircling ultrasonic
radiator. Exchanger filled up by flowing cold water and was used
as radiating surface (see Fig. 3,а). On the heat exchanger surface
it was transferred not only ultrasonic vibrations but oscillations
created by the cavitation process inside heat exchanger. Thus, the
radiating surface inputs in medium an ultrasonic vibrations with
high magnitude and vibrations of wide range of frequency with
low magnitude.
For studying of designed ultrasonic device features it was carried out the experiment on processing of 10 liters of honey in
cubic bulk (see Fig. 3, b).

а)

b)

Fig. 3. – Ultrasonic device and experimental bulk with honey

In this experiment with absence of local overheating of transducer and with honey temperature lower than 40°C after 3 hours
of processing it wasn’t achieved significant honey liquefaction.
Primarily in experiment after 1 hour it was destroyed big balls of
honey and it was significantly decreased viscosity. After that
honey condition was stabilized and was not changed. It was chosen the increasing of honey temperature to 50°С and continuation of experiment. After 2.5 hours it was achieved full liquefaction of honey. It was confirmed the important role of preheating
in liquefaction process.
After analyzing of experiment results obtained in previous experiments it was carried out the experiment on ultrasonic honey
processing by ―Bulava-P‖ device for it liquefaction in industrial
cubic bulk of 25 liters size (see Fig. 1, b). Honey liquefaction
speed in this experiment was less then in previous experiments,
also it was some overheating of honey at processing. After 7
hours of processing it was achieved absolute clearing of honey.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
On the basis of obtained results it can be done next conclusions.
1. The experiments were confirmed efficiency of ultrasonic
treatment for honey liquefaction.
2. Used ultrasonic devices and upgrades of devices were allowed to get aims of experiments for deleting of honey crystals
without it overheating.
3. Ultrasonic device ―Volna-M‖ was successfully used for resolving of supplied tasks and it can be realized liquefaction of
small honey bulks (about 10 liters).
4. Ultrasonic device ―Bulava-P‖ can be used for industrial honey liquefaction. For this it is necessary to realize some upgrade
of device and to carry out some additional actions for decreasing
of liquefaction time.
VI. CONCLUSION
The experiments were shown the possibility of using of ultrasonic treatment in honey liquefaction.
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